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The liquefied sands are those at the bottom of FCU (MFGS).

The values of electrical resistivity show extensive overlap between the 3 units FCU, MU and PAPU). ERT does not allow to recognize the liquefiable sands (MFGS) inside the FCU.

This conclusion is the same of the Authors(Chapter 4 "Conclusions", pages 8, lines 23-25): "The ERT do not clearly reveal the potentially liquefiable level (MFGS) at the bottom of the FCU because the resistivity values of this thin layer (thickness< 6.5m in the 25 boreholes, see Fig. 2) are similar to those of the MU.”

But this sentence is in contrast with the following sentence (Chapter 4 "Conclusions", pages 9, lines 4-6): "... the ERT has proved to be an effective reconnaissance technique for characterizing the subsoil affected by coseismic liquefaction, providing valuable data for understanding the liquefaction phenomenon and assessing the associated hazard.”

This last sentence is not supported by the presented data. The sands at the bottom of FCU are recognizable only by continuous core drilling and CPTU; in the presented case history, ERT is useful for correlating data from drilling, not to recognize litotypes inside of the stratigraphic units.
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